
Challenges for Arctic Marine Transport and 
the Northern Sea Route

Profound changes in Arctic sea ice are providing greater
marine access and potentially longer seasons of
navigation. However, the primary driver of Arctic marine
transport early in the 21st century is Arctic natural
resource development. This was a key finding of the
Arctic Council's Arctic Marine Shipping Assessment
released in 2009. No other region illustrates this
situation more than the Russian maritime Arctic, its
direct ties to natural resource development and the
need for safe, reliable and effective marine transport
systems. The building of the new port of Sabatta on the
Yamal Peninsula indicates the importance of linking the
Russian Arctic, in this case primarily with liquefied
natural gas, to global markets. Uncertainties remain in
fully utilizing Russia’s Northern Sea Route: determining
the length of the navigation season; building and
employing an effective icebreaker fleet; investing in new
infrastructure such as ports, salvage, response (search &
rescue and environmental response), communications
and aids to navigation; implementing and enforcing the
International Maritime Organization’s Polar Code; and
understanding role of marine insurance and risk
management for sailing in polar waters. A number of
factors are important to the future of circumpolar
marine navigation: closing the Arctic infrastructure gap
throughout the region; enhancing Arctic ship monitoring
and surveillance; developing the roles of the Arctic Coast
Guard Forum; and designating measures such marine
protected areas in the central Arctic Ocean and along
coastal routes. All of these initiatives will require historic
levels of cooperation among the Arctic states, non-Arctic
states and the global maritime industry.
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